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The light phone dashboard

Your light account allows you to log in to the dashboard and manage various aspects of your Light Phone II. What is the panel? The dashboard is a website portal for your Light account. You can log in to the dashboard from a computer or smartphone. The dashboard makes it easy to import
contacts, add or remove multiple tools from your phone, and even manage your service plan if you signed up for one of our plans. The dashboard can manage multiple phones, which is important for parents who intend to give the Light Phone II to a child. Creating your light account You will
be asked to create a light account when you boot your phone the first time. You can also manually create an account from your device at any time by following these steps: SETTINGS &gt; ACCOUNT &amp; INFO &gt; LIGHT ACCOUNT &gt; tap Create/Login You will be prompted to enter
the email address you want to use for your light account and then enter and confirm a password. Sign in to Dashboard Visit the dashboard in and sign in with the email address and password you set during check-out. Log out of the Light Account device You can log out of your light account

on the Light Phone II by going to: SETTINGS &gt; ACCOUNT &amp; INFO &gt; LIGHT ACCOUNT Click Sign Out to log out of your light account from your own phone. You can now create a new account or sign in to a different account. There are several ways to create your Light account.
Lightweight account Created at the end of the purchase For most of our users, your Light account was actually created at the time of departure. You were asked to provide an email and create a password. You can use those credentials to sign in to the dashboard website. When you sign in
to the dashboard for the first time, you'll also have the opportunity to add a first/last name to your account. Creating an account on your device You can create an account in Light Phone II itself from the settings. You can add or remove multiple tools from your light phone menu using the
dashboard website. Available today: Alarm, Calculator, Music and Podcasts tools are currently available. Hotspot functionality is currently available in your phone's settings. Coming soon: We will implement new tools in progress as they are ready to be released. The next wave of tools
includes directions, voice notes, and a calendar reminder tool. We expect the address tool to be released in early 2021. Ride-sharing, a highly sought after tool, is also currently in development and we are looking to work with Lyft and/or Uber that tool. This requires platform collaboration, so
it's a little more complicated than some of the other tools we plan to launch in terms of timeline prediction. What are optional tools? In addition to the basic functionality of the phone, the Light Phone II will soon have the option to add some other features to the we call tools. Your phone is
your customizable toolbox, and you can add or remove various tools, things like a calculator, voice note or addresses, using the dashboard website. All these tools are built by Light specifically for this phone, designed to adapt to the typographical aesthetics of the lightweight operating
system. Intentionality is integrated into our tools, which play a clear role. There are no infinite sources, no social media, news, advertising or email. We are happy to work with our users to further develop tools that make sense for the Light Phone II. Long-term tools: We've had many users
ask about the possibility of tools like Spotify, Signal, What'sApp or other platforms. Although we are not ruling out any of this off the table and will continue to explore what is possible, these tools will require deeper collaboration with the platform so that we can offer it on the Light Phone II
and therefore we cannot provide any realistic timelines at this time. The tool menu on the Light Phone II is customizable from the dashboard website. Customizing your toolbox: Visit and sign in with your Light account. - Click PHONE &gt; select the device that is testing the customization
&gt; TOOLBOX to edit its menu. You cannot edit or remove the phone or settings. You can click the name of any tool to open that tool's settings. Click the icon - remove a tool from your phone's menu. Click the + at the bottom to see a list of tools available to add to your phone's menu. How
long before the changes sync? Your Light Phone II should be updated in a few seconds, if not in near real time. Occasionally, it can take up to 15 seconds for the Light Phone II to update with the latest tools. What tools are available? At this time there are only two tools available, Alarm and
Calculator. We will implement ongoing tools in the coming weeks and months. We are in the process of solidifying a timeline that we can share with everyone for when to expect various tools. Thank you for your patience! The Podcast tool for light Phone II is designed around intentionality,
providing a super simple interface to stream or download your favorite episodes. We recommend viewing this animated overview of the Podcasts: -Streaming Podcasts tool using your SIM (without Wifi) will use data. Make sure your plan supports enough data to avoid unwanted charges.
Long Toolbox Menu button while playing an episode is a quick way to return to the episode being played from other parts of your phone. -There are some bluetooth headphone/speaker compatibility issues that we are currently investigating. If you experience a problem, please let us know
support@thelightphone.com so we can investigate it. We are sorry for the inconvenience if this affects your experience. If your device has Reliable Internet connection (LTE or Wifi), the podcast itself should be displayed in the list of Subscribed Podcasts within a few seconds of tracking on
the dashboard website. Individual episodes will begin syncing with the main source 30 seconds later. This can take several minutes to fully synchronize episodes in a podcast catalog, depending on the size. NOTE: If you make changes to the dashboard when the phone is offline or turned
off, the phone will not notice that change until it is turned on, connects to the service, and the dashboard is updated again. You can simply delete and re-add the Podcasts tool, which won't delete all your podcasts in a row, to reset that connection. If you make a change to the dashboard and
don't see it reflected on your phone, you can always delete and re-add the Podcasts tool, which won't erase all your podcasts in a row, and that resetting the connection will fix any sync issues. You can download an episode to listen offline from Light Phone II itself. Depending on the size of
the episode and the quality of the connection, the download may take up to a few minutes. Once completed, you'll see a DOWNLOADED icon next to that episode in your podcasts' main feed. You can also watch only downloaded episodes, and from there you can use EDIT to delete any
episode you no longer need to store. The Light Phone II currently allocates 1gb of data for the audio files to be stored. An average podcast is approximately .75mb/minute. The tool will start deleting older episodes if you reach your limit automatically. The Light Phone Podcast tool searches
the iTunes podcast library, which is one of the most comprehensive free podcast libraries available. You can browse some of those podcasts here: How long do the playback controls last on the home/lock screen? Playback controls are displayed on the HOME screen while listening to an
episode. The controls will disappear once the episode is complete or if it has been paused for more than a minute. The music tool for the Light Phone II is a simple, playlist, music player. Upload audio files through the dashboard website, and they will sync and store them on your Light
Phone II. You can upload audio books or meditation exercises as well, of course! We recommend viewing this animated overview of the Music tool: -Loading songs to sync with your Light Phone II will use data. Connect your phone to WIFI before uploading audio files to the dashboard if
data usage is a concern for you. The archives of will be stored locally on your phone's hard drive and will not require data to play once downloaded to your phone's Music tool. -If a song is loaded but does not appear in your playlist, that means you could not convert, try uploading that file
again. -There is a 1gb limit for playlist -Synchronize songs with the board can also be tense in battery life, we recommend connecting your phone to a charger if you plan to upload a lot of files at once. -Long press of Toolbox Menu button (right side on phone, large middle button) while
playing a song is a quick way to return to the interface of the song being played from other parts of the phone (as if you need to pause or skip the song). -There are some bluetooth headphone/speaker compatibility issues that we are currently investigating. If you experience a problem,
please let us know support@thelightphone.com so we can investigate it. We are sorry for the inconvenience if this affects your experience. Once the music tool has been added to your phone's toolbox via the dashboard website, you can start uploading your audio files. Click the Music tool
and select Add Songs. Select or drop the songs you want to upload. The board accepts a variety of file types: mpeg, mp3, mp4, m4a (although some are limited with DRM), ogg, vorbis, flac, aiff, wma Once loaded, the board will start automatically converting your songs into 256 kb mp3
files, an ideal size and compression for the Light Phone II. If the file is less than 256kb it will simply be converted to an mp3 file. If a song is loaded but doesn't appear in your playlist, it means it couldn't be converted, try uploading that file again. If your device has a reliable Internet
connection (LTE or Wifi), the playlist will start syncing automatically with the Light Phone Music tool. This will use data and can drain the battery if you sync a lot of files at once, please consider connecting to wifi and charging your phone. If you make a change to the dashboard and don't
see it reflected on your phone, you can always delete and re-add the Music tool, which won't erase the uploaded playlist, and that resetting the connection could fix any sync issues. You can click any song from the Edit Playlist screen to update its name. Some file types may not store the
same metadata for the artist's name and song title, in which case the panel will display the file name as uploaded, as you would expect from other platforms to organize the music library. Playback controls are displayed on the HOME screen while listening to a song. The controls will
disappear once the tool has paused for more than a minute. Light sounds We've also created some 'light' sounds that can be for free and add to the new music tool of your light phone. These songs are designed to be used as a background environment while focusing or relaxing and set to
repeat infinitely. Infinitely. Infinitely.
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